
THE first point to make is that at pairs you should
play Weak Jump Overcalls at all vulnerabilities. Yes,
you’ll have more tricks when vulnerable and/or at
the three level. But don’t play Weak when non-
vulnerable, Strong when vulnerable or similar (how
often does a Strong Jump Overcall occur, and what
does it look like anyway?).

Weak Jump overcalls, e.g. (1®) – 2™ or (1´) – 3t
are not without risk. You can get doubled and go for
a large number. At teams and rubber you’d be
nervous to make such a bid on a skimpy hand. Pairs
is different. You can afford to go for the occasional
big penalty (after all, a bottom’s only a bottom)
provided your bid works most of the time. At pairs
it’s how often your bid works that’s important,
rather than by how much: frequency of gain, not
amount of gain. Put the pressure on: jostle the
opponents into the wrong contract; give a lead to
partner. And take the odd ‘telephone number’ on
the chin.

At non-vulnerable v vulnerable (the best vul -
nerability for the Weak Jump Overcall – because you
can go three down doubled and still show a profit
against a making opposing game), I would be happy
to bid 2´ over 1® (consuming masses of bidding
space – another good thing) with all these three
skimpy hands:

Hand A Hand B Hand C
´ Q J 10 7 3 2 ´ J 10 9 4 3 2 ´ K J 10 9 4 
™ Q 2 ™ 8 6 3 2 ™ 4
t 7 3 2 t K 5 t 5 2
® 7 4 ® 3 ® Q 10 9 5 2

Hand A is a classic minimum Weak Jump Overcall.
In a sense, you’d rather have a singleton somewhere;
but you’re bidding to jostle the opponents about, not
to declare, so perhaps that lack of singleton doesn’t
much matter. Indeed you could say that you’d prefer
to have ™Q-x than ™x – if the oppo nents land in 4™,
perhaps they’ll finesse into your ™Q.

Hand B contains just 4 high-card points. Don’t
worry. And don’t worry about having four cards in
the other major either – how likely is it that your side
belongs in a heart contract? Don’t be a purist with
your weak jumps. Just make them and worry later.

Hand C contains just five spades, so some of you
may baulk at bidding 2´. But 2´ feels a better bid
than 1´ – that extra level of bidding space you’ve
consumed is so likely to jostle the opponents to the
wrong spot. And your hand is nothing to be
ashamed of – holding length in right-hand
opponent’s clubs suggests partner is short and
you’ll be able to ruff clubs without being
overruffed.

Note that vulnerable, you’d pass with all three.

HHHHH 

Let’s see the frisky Weak Jump Overcall work to
good effect:

N/S Game. Dealer South.
´ 8 6 4
™ A 8 3 2
t 5 2
® Q 10 3 2

´ K 10 9 5 3 2 ´ J 7
™ 9 ™ Q J 10
t 10 9 6 t A K 8 4
® J 7 4 ® K 9 8 5

´ A Q
™ K 7 6 5 4
t Q J 7 3
® A 6

West North East South
1™

2´ 3™ Pass 4™

All Pass
After 1™ – (2´), North had a tricky decision. Should
he stretch to 3™? Or meekly pass? When he
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stretched to 3™, it was normal for South to go on to
4™, having no way to know whether his partner had
stretched or was full value for 3™. 

Say North elected to pass 2´, hoping his partner
could reopen. South might have passed it out (2´

might well make and would go at most one down);
but even if South had reopened (probably with
double, possibly with 3t), wouldn’t North feel he
had to jump to 4™, having shown nothing? So after
a 2´ Weak Jump, North-South are pretty much
bound to play 4™, or defend 2´; what they can’t
really do is play in 3™. Conversely, if West had
stayed quiet (or bid 1´), North-South could bid
1™ – 2™ – 3t – 3™ – Pass or similar.

On to the play in 4™. West sensibly leads the ten
of diamonds – his last choice would be a spade from
his king. East wins with the king and switches to the
jack of spades. Declarer forlornly finesses the queen
(rising with the ace works no better), but West wins
with the king and returns the ten. Note that neither
he, nor any of the other three players, can lead clubs,
without giving away the suit: it is ‘frozen’.

Winning trick three with the ace of spades,
declarer leads the queen of diamonds. East wins the
ace and returns a safe queen of hearts. Declarer wins
dummy’s ace, crosses to his king (West discarding),
then cashes the jack of diamonds throwing (say) a
club, ruffs a fourth diamond, ruffs a spade and then
exits with a third heart. East wins, but has only clubs
remaining. Declarer rides his low club to (the jack
and) dummy’s queen and claims the reminder. It
was well played – but down one as they had
overreached to 4™. All because of West’s cramping
Weak Jump Overcall. r
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